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DESPITE A SETTLOR’S best intentions, family 
dynamics can make trusteeship of a dynastic 
trust settled for estate planning purposes a 
delicate role. Every case will be different, and  
a trustee should be both tactful and forthright. 

Below are a few common areas of contention 
that trustees might manage by taking a deep 
breath and having a possibly uncomfortable, 
upfront conversation. I have focused on  
inter vivos dispositions with a ‘mixed pot’  
of multigenerational discretionary 
beneficiaries, rather than successive  
or contingent beneficiary classes. 

ESTABLISHING INTENTION 
At the outset, there should be clarity regarding 
the settlor’s intentions for the trust. Estate 
planning can be motivated by a variety of 
objectives: achieving testamentary freedom; 
wealth consolidation and preservation through 
inheritance tax mitigation; or protection 
against divorce, or from spendthrift or 
otherwise vulnerable heirs. Clear intentions 
should be complemented by flexibility in the 
trust deed – not to enable trustees to disregard 
the settlor’s wishes, but to cater for unforeseen 
and changing circumstances. This may well 
prompt a difficult conversation, particularly  
if the trustee does not feel able to responsibly 
fulfil its obligations while also adhering to the 
settlor’s expectations for the trust (‘You will 
always do as I ask, won’t you?’, accompanied  
by a wink and a nod).

ESTABLISHING AN UNDERSTANDING 
Informing other beneficiaries of the existence 
of, and their interest in, a family trust can be a 
tricky task for the trustee – particularly where 
it is a beneficiary’s first indication as to the 
extent of family wealth. Such conversations 
may ignite other issues, such as disappointed 
heirs expecting to receive a direct inheritance, 
demotivation for financial independence,  
or tensions relating to the intermingling of 
financial interests between family branches  
or generations.

Where a beneficiary is a minor, that 
conversation is usually a parental one. 
However, trustees should not avoid the issue 
when there are other adult members of the 
current beneficiary class. It is difficult for 
trustees to profess to act in all the beneficiaries’ 
interests when they have only ever heard the 
views of the settlor. At sensible junctures, 

trustees should aim to educate about the  
nature of discretionary trusts, and the  
parties’ respective duties and rights, by 
gradually bringing young-adult beneficiaries 
into trust discussions.

ENSURING SUSTAINABILITY
The future sustainability of the trust might  
be the subject of another difficult conversation. 
Careful thought should be given to distribution 
expectations and the costs of real property 
assets. Does retaining these assets (possibly 
just for the enjoyment of a single beneficiary) 
disproportionately dissipate the trust fund for 
future generations? Or is it a price worth paying 
to keep the family inheritance intact? 
Intergenerational beneficiary dialogue is 
advantageous for trustees who must decide 
whether to retain trust assets or sell and 
reinvest the proceeds.

Such beneficiary consultation is not  
carried out in order to adopt a ‘management  
by consensus’ style of decision making,  
nor to share the trustee’s decision-making 
responsibility. The decision, however difficult 
or contentious, must demonstrably be that of 
the trustee. The courts are generally disinclined 
to interfere with discretionary decisions taken 
by trustees, provided that they have been taken 
properly, with due care and consideration. 
Maintaining good documentation and 
evidencing clear trustee control are the 
strongest weapons in defending the trust. 

CONCLUSION
Trustees will rarely be acting in the interests  
of the beneficiaries if their actions serve to 
inflame family relations. Unless there is a  
clear segregation of the trust fund, the adult 
beneficiaries should be encouraged to have  
a discussion among themselves first before  
giving their views to the trustee. Even if there 
are clear differences of opinion, it is better  
that beneficiaries hear them from each other  
at an early stage to avoid further muddying  
an already difficult trustee decision.

In cases where beneficiary relations have 
deteriorated beyond productive direct dialogue, 
the trustees may need to mediate. Best practice 
is to have open and frank communication 
between the trust parties, with transparency  
as to what information is being shared. This 
approach should help avoid large surprises  
for beneficiaries in the annual trust accounts.
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